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Profile

Traveltech Top Startup 2020 (London)
Top Mobility Startup South Summit 
2019 (Madrid)
Top Mobility Startup FIA 2019 (Paris)
ERTICO Public Choice Award 2019 
(Eindhoven)

Awards

Renfe/Renfe-as-a-Service Trial
Skanetrafiken MaaS Extended Trial

Ford/City of Pittsburgh Pre-Pilot
Wellington, NZ Prototype
Techstars & Wayra Alum

Customers & 
Achievements

Problem

We are witnessing a massive decline in public transit usage in major cities around the globe 
in response to the global Covid-19 pandemic. Public transit budgets are suffering and 
private mobility services are ceasing or reducing operations as people and governments 
seek to increase social distance. Yet some people still need to move within cities and 
regions to access essential services.  However there is no clear platform for people within 
cities to travel safely, while respecting social distance regulations. 

Technical Product

Iomob offers Hub Software, Management tools, and a 
white-label App, enabling:
➔Discovery of all connected MSPs
➔User customized multimodal routing w/ social 

distance filters
➔ Booking and onboarding of new services
➔ Integrated mobility payments
➔Virtual seat booking and “mobility passports” for 

multimodal reservations of mass transit

World-first Features

Iomob solves multiple problems in mobility aggregation. 
➔ Intermodal routing algorithms
➔ Service onboarding without launching to a second app with payments integrated in 

app avoiding user and driver exchanges
➔ Filtering function for travel during pandemics like Covid-19 or if they have weak 

immune systems, etc
➔ Combination of pre-booked and just-in-time travel
➔ Crowdsourced feature to obtain real-time information about the capacity of mass 

transit vehicles (rail, bus, metro) 

COREMaaS Solution

Iomob offers an intermodal Mobility as a Service solution that embraces social 
distancing. COREMaaS (Covid-19-Resilient MaaS) was born out of an urgent call by the 
European Union for startups with technologies that can be used to help address the current 
crisis. Iomob already has an award winning live MaaS platform in use by Renfe (Spanish rail) 
and will soon be deploying our solution with Skane Trafiken (Sweden).  22 global and 
regional organizations have committed to supporting the deployment of COREMaaS .

COREMaaS is the world’s first Mobility as a Service solution designed
to enable intermodal journeys while respecting social distance
needed to reduce Covid-19 Contagion.  
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The Internet of Mobility

Virtual Seat & Mobility Passport
The Covid-19 pandemic has wreaked havoc on society. Mobility is a fundamental need for citizens to 
access education, employment and services. Yet, transit authorities have either had to cease 
operations, reduce frequency or even advise residents to avoid their services due to the concerns of 
further contagion in crowded spaces.

There is an alternative to just abandoning transit during the pandemic. At Iomob we are developing two 
interrelated features for operators of mass transit vehicles (suburban trains, metros, BRT, buses) to 
help manage the volume of passengers on vehicles where advanced reservations via numbered seats is 
not possible. The primary feature is called the “virtual seat” which can be extended to the “mobility 
passport”.

COREMaaS is the world’s first Mobility as a Service solution designed
to enable intermodal journeys while respecting social distance
needed to reduce Covid-19 Contagion.  

A “virtual seat” reservation system enables transit authorities to control admission into their 
network. 

• Every user needs to reserve their virtual seat in advance specifying a time window, origin and 
destination. 

• The transit authority provides Iomob access to information on what capacity they want to 
allocate to each train and station. 

• Only virtual seats that respect these capacity limits are offered to users. 
• This offers a mechanism to control overcrowding in both trains and stations where users enter, 

leave, or make connections.
• They express their desired itinerary and time window, and if no virtual seats are available for 

this our routing engine finds alternative route plans as close as possible to user needs.

The virtual seat is represented as a QR code that can be used to validate their reservation, either 
with physical installed machines, or with staff using handheld QR readers

Multimodal Mobility Passport
The “mobility passport” extends the virtual seat to multimodal/intermodal transit solutions.

• If a user wants to go from A to B our routing engine proposes combining transit modes (e.g. a 
suburban train plus a bus)

• A user would obtain a single QR code (mobility passport) that allows access to all services 
during the defined window of time.

In this environment, the integration with Iomob’s routing engine increases in importance: 
planning a complete journey while securing a virtual seat in every single leg of a journey 
requires automation, since manually securing each leg independently to form a coherent trip 
plan would be too cumbersome for users.

Virtual Seat


